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"The Sta tesman" has been selected
as the official name for Illinois State
University's new alumni magazine, which
made its debut last October.
At that time, readers were asked to
submit suggestions for a name for the
magazine, which will explore current
issues and their effects upon Illinois
State .
S. Thomas Shifflet, '63, who is now
pastor of the First Christian Church in
Greenville, Ky., submitted the name,
"The Statesman," which was selected by
the Alumni Board from among the many
entries, as the one most appropriate to
the new magazine. As Mr. Shifflet
pointed out, Webster defines Statesman
as "one who is wise and skillfu l in
treating public issues." The definition fits
the editorial intent of the magazine.
Further, the name conveys the image of
!SU , through use of "State."
Mr. Shifflet is pictured here with his
wife , Anne, and their son, Mark Stephen.
Members of the Alumni Board wish
to thank the many interested alumni who
suggested names for the magazine. The
final decision was most difficult because
of the many excellent entries.

Confrontation on the Campus
The term, "student activism," oftentimes creates a
negative reaction among many persons.
However, and in fact, student activism is one of the most
powerful forces today in the upgrading of higher education,
not only at Illinois State University, but across the nation as
well.
Unfortunately, the abuses have dominated the headlines,
while the more effective efforts of the intelligent, highlymotivated and searching student who wants the most he can
possibly get from his formal education, are left in the
background.
Student activism at Illinois State University is a vital
force in the direction of the institution. Students are being
encouraged to take an active interest and role in the
governance of the university, by serving on faculty-student
committees that advise the University Council and the
president, and through constructive researching of recommendations for change. The University, on the same hand,
maintains an open view and receptiveness to well-grounded
recommendations and as a result, Illinois State has been a
national leader in the area of student participation.
But student activism is a more complex subject than
what can be treated in a few short paragraphs. Therefore, The
Statesman, adding substance to its name which calls for the
wise treatment of public issues, explores in this edition the
subject of activism from four viewpoints: those of President
Samuel E. Braden; James Peterson, president of the Student
Body; Charles Morris, representing the faculty, and Vice President Richard E. Hulet, dean of student services. We commend their articles to you .

...An Examination of Activism

Unrest of Intelligent Idealist
Key to Better University,
World

The President

The fallowing article is from an
address delivered by Illinois State University President Samuel E. Braden before
the annual Administrators Roundup at

much more placid for the John Birch
Society and the Ku Klux Klan if our
young people would only stick to the
traditional ways of showing unrest, by
staging panty raids, stealing victory bells,
and fighting with feather pillows instead
of burning their draft cards and leading
black power demonstrations.
By the time a young person has
reached his 18th_birthday his patterns of
thinking, learning, reacting, and behaving
are pretty well established, though hopefully he is still open enough that he can
continue to learn more and perhaps
modify his behavior if he sees a need for
it. It is my impression that to a greater
extent each year our students enter the
University with first hand experience in
teacher strikes and student demonstrations over such issues as black power,
dress regulations, and student discipline.
Thus they already are conditioned to the
efficacy of voicing complaints; they have
watched their elders actively participate
in contests of power not altogether
identified with rationality; and they
themselves are articulate and sophisticated from having had personal or
through TV vicarious contact with
abstract ideas, far off places, and
examples of violence. I have often
wondered what a striking teacher has told
his students about the grievances which
have led to a strike, and what explanations of the settlement he advances when
at last classes resume.
Student unrest at ISU takes four
forms, and each evoks an institutional
response. First is the unrest arising from

/SU.

Education is a continuous process,
and those of us engaged in formal education have so much in common with one
another that understanding among
teachers , students, and administrators at
all levels is absolutely crucial. By our
response to the criticism that comes to all
of us from all sides we indicate our own
ability to learn, as well as project to the
larger community our concept of orderly
social change. This is the rationale and
the theme of our conference this year,
and my part in it is to affirm for the
University the place of constructive
dissent. I recently received a letter and
had a talk with a faculty member who
questions, indeed condemns, the appropriateness to good teaching and good
learning of our University textbook
service. This is a valid area for question,
and the requested review will take place.
Students, too, raise questions.
Because you knew our students for
several years before they got to us, you
know that student unrest is a fact.
In many ways it would be much
simpler for college professors and presidents if there were no student unrest. I
suspect it would please many mothers
and fathers, high school teachers and
school superintendents, and local police
officers if young people were more docile
and respectful. Certainly life would be
2

the irritations of parietal rules which to
students seem unrelated to the obvious
necessities of group living. The traditional
restrictions on women's hours were a
good example of this, and as you know
our response was to eliminate these
restrictions. In spite of collegial, parental,
and even some female student misgivings
about how this elimination would work,
no part of our experience with it would
prompt us to try to reintroduce regulations which now are seen to have become
anachronistic. Other illustrations of this
kind were built into our student discipline procedures, and as a result of
campus pressure two years ago we revised
our whole code of student regulations to
make it more realistic and acceptable.
This process of review and revision is
going on continually, and, I believe, is
making us a more realistic and effective
environment for living and learning.
A second form of unrest grows out
of the pressure of black students to be
accorded the kind of treatment deemed
to be due any and all citizens of our
nation and our University community .
Our black students have forcefully and
effectively called attention to areas of
unequal or inequitable treatment that
exist on our campus and have promised
to keep these areas fresh in our minds
until improvements are made. These areas
of discrimination, many of which are
both subtle and unintentional, I think,
are no more prevalent at ISU than they
are in many of your schools and
communities, and I believe they will not
completely disappear until the members

of the majority in our culture can get
over the hang-up on interracial mating
that underlies and reinforces the differences rather than the similarities between
the white and the black sub-cultures.
However, until then we are trying to find
out where our problem areas are, and we
are pushing toward racial equity in every
way we can. This area of student unrest
has evoked positive and needed response
in the University.
A third form of unrest on some
campuses, though relatively minor on
ours, grows out of the efforts of a
self-styled revolutionary group which has
as its goal the overthrow of the establishment. This group would be ineffectual
were it not from time to time able to
enlist additional adherents who, because
of impish glee over the discomfiture of
their smug and complacent elders or
because of their own experience with a
discrete, temporary, and often valid
grievance, view an alliance with the
"pros" to be mutually beneficial. Every
student body is potentially volatile in this
respect, and with the right issue and the
wrong response from University officials,
a widespread conflagration can result.
While it may be somewhat difficult for
some to see the good that comes from
this source of student unrest, its very
existence gives evidence of the freedom
to dissent which its sponsors and the
whole University holds so dear.
Finally, there is that unrest associated with the articulateness of the well
educated students, the idealism of the
affluent, and the impatience of the
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inexperienced. They read, they think, and
they do because you have taught them to.
The affl uen ce of our productive
economy, based on the innovativeness
and hard work of your generation, has
yielded a level of income that relieves our
young people of personal responsibility
for their own support and permits them
to take on the social burdens of the
world. The emphasis of television and
technology on the quick solution to
simplistically defined problems prompts
them to expect results today that a
decade from now they will still be
looking for. But their idealism doesn' t
show up alone in impatience. It prompts
them to try to distinguish the good from
the bad, the important from the trivial,
and the relevant from the irrelevant. It
prompts them to ask for better teaching,
for more freedom in their curricular
choices, for less regimentation in the
selection of textbooks, and for more
intellectual grappling with issues that are
important to their generation. In this area
they are inducing the University to undertake more frequent and searching
reappraisal of its aims and methods, and
they are effecting improvement daily.
The unrest you are likely to hear
about in the press and on television is the
kind whose good is the least apparent.
But the unrest you have had so much to
do with, the unrest of the intelligent
idealist, is having an impact which is
going to make you and me mightily
uncomfortable, and is going to make this
a better University, and ours a better
world.

The Student
Responsibility & Involvement
Goal of Most Liberal Activist
By James Petersen
President, Student Body

The Author - James L. Petersen, a
senior from Bloomington, is the elected
president of the student body. As such,
he has taken an active and constructive
interest in matters pertaining to student
involvement in the governance of the
University.
Current attempts by university
students to gain more control over their
own affairs and to increase their influence
in university government have received
considerable attention in recent years.
This attention has been focused, to a
great degree, on the student who has
borrowed the politics of confrontation
used by the labor unions and, more
recently, employed in the black movement. This group of students utilizes
sit-ins, marches, boycotts, and other tools
to dramatically present its demands and

gain concessions. They receive extensive
coverage in the press and on television.
However, on the American campus
there are two types of activist. The first
group which we have discussed briefly is
most familiar. But there is another type
of student just as concerned with student
participation in university governance,
just as actively involved, but who is often
overlooked. Who are these students and
what are they doing?
In a 1966 study (Golden and Rosen)
of students with the most liberal attitudes
regarding student participation in university affairs, the results showed that this
group was more likely to have better than
average academic records. They are
students first, searching for the best
possible education the university can
offer. Because the academic affairs of the
university are their primary concern, they
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tire of being evaluated and processed, of
the emphasis on " the grade" and not on a
command or understanding of the subject
matter. As students they are keenly
affected by the decisions made on
curriculum, academic standards, and
general education.
They see from a student's perspective
the working of the university and want to
offer this perspective to the decisionmakers. It is at this point that they begin
to seek out the established channels to
suggest change and improvement. They
seek membership on key university
governing groups and at many colleges
serve as members of the governing boards
or university councils. Their goal is not
merely "student power" but responsible
participation in university governance to
help the colleges better prepare the
students of todaY'..

The
Faculty
Capitalize on Vigor
of Dissent
Through Participation
in Decision
By Charles Morris
Acting Coordinator,
High Potential Scholar Program

The Author - Charles E. Morris,
associate professor of mathematics at
Illinois State University, is acting coordinator of the University's High Potential
Scholar Program. Through this program,
the University seeks out and brings to the
campus students from disadvantaged
backgrounds who have the potential to
succeed in college, but who otherwise
would not likely have the opportunity to
attend. The program, to date, has had a
high degree of success.
Student activism is not new to the
college scene as a study of the development of colleges and universities in this
country will show . 1 Prior to and during
the nineteenth century , rigid practices of
authoritarian rule, closely regulated extracurricular life and corporal punishment
prompted student protest which sometimes ended in riots. Conflicts were
intensified as college instructors found
themselves functioning in a quasi-parental
role , particularly as disciplinarians.
Faculty tended to transmit conventional
knowledge with little time or inclination
fo r efforts directed toward questioning or
expanding it. The resulting confrontations inhibited faculty-student communications precipitating a relationship not
uncommon on campuses today.
Once reforms were initiated to transform the college atmosphere into one
which encourages inquiry and to promote
1
Christopher Jencks and David Riesman,
" The Academic Revolution" Do ubleday and
Company , Inc. , 1968, Chap. II.

a climate in which the student can
become a partner in the learning process,
students, needing outlets for their natural
ebullience, turned toward Jess noble
pursuits. Water fights, panty raids,
marathon events, parades, and other
aimless, but usually harmless, activities
become the vehicles of expression for
student unrest and discontent. During the
first half of the twentieth century,
student energies were mostly dissipated in
contests among themselves. Then, with
the onset of the affluent society, deeply
imbued with the ideals of the American
dream , and reaching their peak of idealism at earlier ages, they began to show
increasing interest in matters related to
the improvement of conditions of the
community at large- civil justice, individual rights, social problems, politics. This
led to a general questioning of many
aspects of contemporary life. College
faculty and administrators, who are
rightly accountable for curricular relevance, democratic processes within the
University, and teaching methods, can
give some credit to student activism
which has hastened overdue reexamination of educational policies and practices.
On matters not related to educational
issues, particularly in efforts to correct
imbalances in our society, students have
usually found that other segments of the
University community have been allied
with them.
The revolutionary tactics and strategies of mass pressure, intimidation, and
confrontation, which sometimes precipitate violence, are new to the college
scene. The minority that has made these
tactics their trademark frequently find
temporary support among several diverse
student groups, both positively and
negatively oriented , with whom they have
in common restlessness, desire for change,
and a sense of political hopelessness. The
reasons advanced for their existence,
including those previously mentioned, are
many and plausible- distrust of the
future, disenchantment with a society
that reveres affluence , power and bigness,
a decline in moral values, privatism and
the impersonality of today's customs,
over-permissiveness in childrearing, war,
racism , poverty.2 Driven by the idealism
and impatience of youth, unencumbered
2
s. L. Halleck, "Twelve Hypotheses of
Student Unrest." One of a series of essays
printe d in "Stress and Campus Response," a
publication of the American Association for
High Education, Jossey-Bass, Inc., 1968.
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by vested interests and material gains,
sustained by hope, impeded by inexperience, alienated by the generation gap, and
frustrated by lack of power, groups with
disparate objectives often join forces to
gain the bargaining power which is denied
them individually.
At
least two characteristics are
notable on campuses where student vs.
establishment confrontations have been
most heated. Conditions, real or symbolic, which serve as stimuli for student
activist groups, are prevalent in the
community; and the university is
physically, and thus, politically, inseparable from the wider community which
surrounds it but is unmindful of its needs.
Universities and municipalities are often
competing for use of the same limited
resources.
Several factors point to the conclusion that student activism will become
progressively more prominent. F. Scott
Fitzgerald in writing about " his generation" 3 refers to that period in life when
one realizes he has inherited two worlds:
the world of hope and promise to which
he has been bred; and the world of
dissillusion and reality which he discovers
himself. The combination of greater
opportunities in education and great
advances in technology has hastened the
time of awareness. Anxieties and frustrations generated out of the inadequacies of
our socio-political system and concern
about modern-day problems such as air
and water pollution, the effects of herbicides, overpopulation, and the bomb have
heightened the disillusionment. Today's
student of college age, and sometimes
younger, must cope with this inner
confrontation.
A second factor is the significant
change in the nature of the educational
process at the university level. The college
experience is no longer obtained in an
isolated setting, remote from current
events and contemporary life. The
monastic characteristic of voluntary
detachment, which had its origin in the
university of medieval times, is not
possible in a more densely populated,
highly mobile and transient society,
where education is chiefly a public enterprise. Furthermore, the University
3s. L. Halleck, " Twelve Hyp ot heses of
S tudent Unrest. " One (October 1968) issue of
Esquire Magazine, one of several articles of this
title written by different authors who comment
on e ach decade from 1920 to the p resent. The
theme for this issue o f the magazine is Salvagin g
the Twentie th Century.

experience does not now require the full
time commitment of time and energies
once demanded of students. The result is
that higher education is more accessible
to more people over longer periods of
time.
The population increase alone has
implications for the role of students in
the future. Current projections4 are that
by 1972 a majority of Americans will be
under twenty-five and the median age of
4
Edward J. S hoben, Jr. " Thoughts o n the
Decay of Morals" in Stress a nd Campus
Response, J ossey-Bass, Inc., 1968.

American voters will be about twenty-six.
Teenagers and young adults, already
catered to for their economic power, will
come into a certain degree of political
power.
Illinois State University will be
affected in much the same way as other
institutions and there are additional
reasons why student activism is likely to
be on the upswing on this campus. In its
new mission, !SU is an emerging institution, tooling up to meet the demands of a
constantly changing society in which the
key word is relevance. The revitalizing
7

ferment being imposed upon most institutions, which are steeped in traditions that
counter innovation and change, is already
astir on our campus. The climate is
suitable for constructive student involvement in shaping the destiny of the institution. Moreover, ! SU continually
strengthens its porgrams to better prepare
graduates who will enter all levels of the
teaching profession, a profession whose
members are becoming increasingly self-assertive in their efforts to bring
improvements to all facets of the educational process. This mood will be reflected in current and future aspirants to this
profession, who will continue to enroll in
large numbers.
Historically, student activism, usually
positively oriented, has exposed flaws in
our society and provided impetus needed
to initiate corrective measures. This
valuable stimulus should be sustained.
Two approaches seem appropriate to
quell the destructive tendencies of
current student dissent and to capitilize
on its vigor: more aggressive efforts
should be employed in seeking out
student opinion on issues which affect
them , and should be complemented by
p rovidin g wider opportunities for
students to participate in the decisionmaking p rocess. The University could
then communicate more honestly and
effectively with positively-oriented
groups and deal more firmly with their
n ega tively-inclined co unterp ar t s.
Secondly, ways should be more actively
sought for the University to serve the
needs of the wider community, through
cooperative uses of resources and joint
use of facilities.
Success, however, will depend on the
extent to which these approaches are
joined in by the external components
which share, directly or indirectly, in the
decision-making - governing boards,
legislative bodies, alumni, public officials,
representatives of the press and residents
of the community in which the institution is located .
Th reats t o society posed by
negatively-oriented students such as the
proponents of nihilism and anarchy are
not to be discounted or ignored. Their
numbers have been swelled as a result of
arbitrary decisions and over-repressive
measures participated in by the adult
society. These negative elements can best
be contained and eliminated by accentuating the positive.

The Administration
Choice Is Between Higher Education
Of Today Or a New, Viable Approach
By Richard E. Hulet
Dean of Student Services

The Author - Richard E. Hulet,
dean of student services at Illinois State
University, has a widely recognized
reputation as an innovator in student
affairs and as a man who is perceptive in
seeing the waves of change before they
develop into substance. Partially as a
result, students at Jllinois State have been
years ahead of their counterparts at other
universities in having an important role in
the shaping of the institution and its
goals.

What is happening to college students
today? The question rings around the
country. Teachers, faculty, alumni, board
members, legislators and even other
students repeat the query. What is going
on with all these demonstrations, sit-ins,
lie-ins, demands for power, burnings?
Every evening a new set of headlines vie
for attention over the Vietnam War, the
presidential election or the race to the
moon. "San Francisco State President
Assaulted!" or "Northwestern Black
Students Barricade Themselves in University Building" are not as exceptional ·as
one might hope.
The turmoil and confusion in which
the entire academic world finds itself is
unprecendented in American educational
circles. There is nothing new about
controversy in academic circles - indeed
there is nothing new about the generation
gap. What is new , however, is the nature
of the conflict between the students and
their institutions. In some cases, at some

schools, the nature of the conflict
threatens the collapse of order on the
campuses. A number of educators agree
with the editor of Fortune magazine who
in J une wrote , "There is no mystery
about the purpose of the radical student
leaders who are staging the 1968 version
of 'revolt on the campus.' These youngsters, organized in the Students for a
Democratic Society (S.D.S.) are acting
out a revolution - not a protest and not a
rebellion, but an honest-to-God revolution. They see themselves," continues the
Fortune editor, "as the Che Guevaras of
our society, and their intention is to seize
control of the University, destroy its
present structure, and establish the
'liberated' university as the redoubt from
which to storm and overthrow 'bourgeois'
America."
Other educators tend to accept the
more conservative analysis indicated in
the July 27, 1968 Saturday Review ,
reporting on a meeting of college presidents held earlier that month in New
York. The presidents assembled reached a
consensus that " A distinction has to be
made between the large number of
students who advocate liberal reforms
and the small number of extremist
students who are frankly attempting to
exploit the unrest for destructive purposes that have less to do with the
university as an educational agency than
with their objections to the established
society as a whole." These educators
recognized that the university was vulnerable to such assault, b ut that this should
9

not weaken their recognition of the need
to improve their interest in helping those
students who were seriously in terested in
campus change.
We are in the middle of an era of
extremely rapid change. It took man
475,000 years to develop the technology
of agriculture - 25,000 years to arrive at
the industrial revolution - and only 150
years to arrive at the space age. As
institutions of society, schools are slow to
react to these changes.
There is really only one goal of
higher education and that is the transmission of mankinds intellectual birthright. Colleges and universities accomplish
this in two major ways (1) the teaching
function in the classroom and (2) in the
words of Shoben , "helping students to
gain greater personal maturity through
reflected-upon experiences, increasing
their in ter-personal effectiveness, deepening their sensitivity to human needs
including their own, clarifying their longrange objectives in both vocational and
more personal terms, and assisting in their
interpretation of education both in their
active student careers and in their Jives
after graduation." These educational
goals can best be realized in an insti tu tion
that maximizes the freedom to learn and
minimized restraints upon that freedom.
Educational institutions - particularly colleges and universities have many
forces working both for and against such
freedom. In a paper prepared by the
National Association of Student Personnel Administrators ad hoc committee on

Student Power in June 1968, conditions
which favor and conditions which work
against the development of legitimate
student power are enumerated:

7.
8.

Conditions Which Favor the Development
of Legitimate Student Power
l. Belief in the legitimacy of
disagreement.
2. Increased awareness of what
students are saying and, often
more significant, attempting to
say.
3. Emergence of bright articulate
students who employ constructive tactics and seek positive
change, rather than dropping
out.
4. Acceptance of students as participants rather than spectators
in university affairs.
5. Recognition that most students
have an enlightened understanding of educational issues
and are capable of participating
freely in their resolvement.
6 . Innovative and creative programs
in the learning and teaching
process.
7. Placement of students in active
roles in traditionally restricted
policy and decision-making
areas.
Conditions Which Work Against the
Development of Legitimate Student
Power

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Proclivity to cast students,
faculty and administration into
contending interest groups.
In consistencies between the
principles of academic freedom
( open inquiry and submission of
findings to public assessment
and criticism) and university
governance procedures.
Emphasis upon diplomacy,
strategy and bargaining as an
institutional style.
Responses whjch block principled and legitimate protest
leaving the protestor in position
of moral strength .
Declaration of the sanctity of
certain areas of university
affairs, precluding the option for
a simple expression of opinion.
Status-bound and polarized

9.

components within the campus
setting.
Inability to identify issues and
communicate about them.
Isolation of student governmen t
with consequent exclusion from
the mainstream of campus life.
Over-reaction to confrontation.

Student power and student freedom
are sometimes confused with license.
They cannot be equated with the absence
of laws or regulations. Enduring freedom,
whether inside or outside the school
cannot be found in anarchy but in a
reasonably ordered society. "Without
order, educational institutions fail to
exemplify the virtues they have historically proclaimed, fail to meet their basic
responsibility to protect the rights of all
members of the community, and fail to
discharge the essential and desirable
educational functions for which they
were created and for which they continue
to exist!" says Otis Singletary.
Therefore, colleges and universities
have not only the need but also the
inescapable responsibility to maintain
order on their campuses. In a democratic
society, institutions within that society
must maintain order through shared
responsibility. This means not just Board
Members and the administration but also
students and faculty. The goal of shared
responsible order must include the
protection of freedoms for all members
of the society. One has only to think of
the conditions in Germany during the
Hitler regime to mark an awareness of
Singletary's statement, "While we can
have order without freedom, we cannot
have freedom without order." He goes on
to report in a recent American Council on
Education monograph, that order being
requisite to freedom, any institution
valuing its special freedoms and wishing
to preserve them should undertake a
searching re-examination of its own
internal system of order and that certain
elements common to such an examination should receive particular attention.
These are:
"1. A set of fundamental principles
that undergird the structure;
2. A published code of rules and
regulations;
3. An unambiguous rationale for
dealing with violations ; and
4. A clear-cut policy regarding
sanctions."

Illinois State University has undertaken such a searching examination of its
policies and regulations. As with any
dynamjc institution, ISU is never satisfied
with current postures and is continuing to
re-examine its rules, regulatio ns, and
policy statements. The students, faculty
and administration of ISU are dedicated
to the proposition that educationally
sound conditions are the results of
combined efforts of these three segments
of the academic community. Because
students do have positive contributions to
make and because they are more likely to
act with maturity and responsibility
within a system they have helped to
create, ISU has clearly defined means for
student participating in the formulation
and carrying out of insti tutional policies.
In addition to an undergirding philosophy
of participatory democracy, the Un iversity has clearly worked out policies
promulgated in its "Student Life-lS U".
This document represents the joint
efforts of students, faculty and adminfatration and is available to all members of
the ISU community.
A note of despair spreads across the
country today, decrying the actions of
the activists on college campuses. Many
interested alumni are asking whether or
not their alma mater can survive. The
choice is not, however, between the
continuance or the destruction of higher
education! In the words of the late
Robert Kennedy , "Education is the key
to the future for every one of our
children. In a world such as this, it does
not matter what° material goods we leave
our children - but is vitally important
that we give them the best education that
is available." The choice must be between
higher education as we know it today and
higher education in a new and more
viable form!
Illinois State University as one of this
nation's emerging major institutions of
higher learning is dedicated to creating
this new approach to the development of
institutional responses.
Student activism will continue on
our college campuses. Universities may be
in danger if this activism becomes irresponsible and destructive. If universities
develop and utilize channels for the
exercise of participatory democracy by
all segments of the academic community,
the purposes of higher education will be
accomplished.
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The Good Old Days?
Classroom, Learning Environment
Of Today Major Factors in Education

By Wilson Montgomery

When we speak of the "good o ld
d ays," it usually relates to periods of time
spent by a generation during which new
freedoms of living and expression are
experienced and remembered. We might
say that every generation has theirs and
relates these to the environment experienced at that time ; the street where you
grew up, your home town, your first car,
your old alma mater. I could go on and
each would make you recall memories of
your yesteryear.
....,
The same may be said about educa• tion and the environments in which it has
happened. Perhaps it is well to jog our
memories from time to time, thus letting
us give the proper dimension to what we
as a civilization have accomplished in the
physical world of education. Environment for education has taken great strides
in the past decades in the areas of
comfort and convenience. As in anything
we, as thinking mortals, are reactionary
to our problems of life in which, for a
short span, we are involved so over the
years educators have influenced the
development of educational space. Let us

By modern standards, classrooms in Old
Main were stark indeed. This course in
history is being taught by Professor Helen
Marshall, who is now retired. The time
is the early 1950s.
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just reflect on what has happened and is
happening on this campus. Most of the
physical comforts have been taken care
of. Let's just enumerate a few:
The ability to hear is one of
the great means by which we
communicate. Instructors had
classrooms such as those in Old
Main that were equivalen t to a
box in which audible tones were
confused through just reverberation alone. Hard plaster
ceilings, walls, hardwood floors,
great sheets of glass in windows
all attributed to the confusion of
sound so that the task of just
conversation alone was difficult.
Through the years, there has
been reaction to this. Draped
windows, accoustical ceilings,
even carpeted floors in some
cases as in the new Stevenson
Hall have made it possible for an
instructor to communicate his
ideas in a proper listening
environment. If this was not
enough, microphones and
speakers have been brought into
play, to the extent that the
instructor not only has means of
projecting his voice, but the
st ud en t s have been given
speakers for their use so that as
the educational process occurs,
more ideas can be expressed in
larger groups and these ideas can
be audibly made understandable
without sitting with a hand
cupped around one's ear in order
to hear what is being said.
Sight is another media of
learning. Window light seemed
natural, but all too soon it was
.found hard to control unless all
classrooms had northern
exposure. You may well remember on a sunlit day in Moulton
Hall when the instructor would
pull all the shades and turn on
the artificial lights in order to
see. We have come from a bare
bulb hanging from a chain which
gave off a glare and spotty light
patterns to recessed fluorescence
designed to omit glare and give
an overall level of light. We have
added to the chalk boards,
squeaky chalk, and erasers other
visual methods of teaching such
as slide projectors, movie projec-

tors and in some cases, television, all of which have allowed
the instructor to give greater
dimension in learning through
the visual media.
In continuing, we might next think
of another physical comfort to which we
are aware: hot and cold. That's what it
used to be. Remember the Federal
Buildings? They were either too hot or
too cold. Both could happen in the same
room at the same time. Again we have
reacted even to the place where air
conditioning is the usual and is being
added to the older buildings such as
Metcalf, Fairchild, and Edwards Hall.
Sophisticated systems of heating and
cooling have evolved from the basic radiator, fresh air ventilation ducts and the
open window, even though yet today
people continue to complain about their
physical comfort, " Did you feel that
draft?"
What environments might the
immediate future generations align to
their "good old educational days"? He or
she, as the case may be, might well
remember sitting in the dorm in front of
a television monitor taking notes on a
tape recorder, possibly even posing questions of a guest TV lecturer or computer
playbacks while sleeping. Some of this
has already happened, but more of this
type of educational process I suspect will
be corning, maybe to the exten t that
someday the classroom will become a
thing of the past.
In closing I would leave you with a
thought. Education of today and the near
future still as in bygone days will rely on
eyes, ears, and speech for communication. What of brain waves and their
transference? The "good old days" might
not have been so bad after all.
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The war years brought with them to the
campus the "federal buildings, " temporary wooden classroom structures that
had a remarkable sense of permanence
about them. They lasted for nearly two
decades and two of them are still being
used, one for mail service, the other for
the golf course clubhouse.

The Author - Wilson Montgomery is
the university architect for /SU, working
in the office of campus planning. A
former free-lance architect, he has had
wide experience in designing buildings. In
his duties at Illinois State, Mr. Montgomery works closely with planning
committees, architects and contractors, in
the preliminary through construction
process on new buildings.
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Room at the Top
Watterson Towers Provide Gracious
Living for Students - 28 Stories Up
A

By J. Russell Steele

The Author - J. Russell Steele,
assistant director of the News and Publications Service and assistant professor of
health, physical education and athletics at
Illinois State, has been on the faculty
since 194 7. He edits the monthly staffparent and quarterly alumni Register
newspaper and is a member of the writing
staff of the News Service, also being in
charge of news and television news photography.
Watterson Towers, new 28-story twin
residence halls at Illinois State University,
stand on the southeast campus as a
central Illinois landmark and an innovative and efficient living-study-dining
center for 2,200 ISU students.
Visible at a distance of up to 10
miles, the two units, connected by an
elevator tower, were partially opened
during the fall semester and will be fully
completed by summer.
The halls are near the Normal
business district and will be available for
use by off-campus groups and organizations for conferences during the spring
an d summer months.
The height and architectural arrangement of the five stacked "houses" of five
floors each catch the eye of motorists
tr aveling throu g h an d around
Bloomington-Normal. Each gro up of five
floors is shifted at a 90 degree angle from
the house above or below.
Completion of Watterson Towers
marks the third of "firsts" in ISU leadership in residence hall planning and
development in Illinois. First came the
development of the bond revenue concept to build residence halls on state
university campuses soon after World War
II. The plan was worked out between

b onding companies and architects by the
late Richard Dunn who also wrote the
legislation for the project.
The second period of leadership
came with the plan by Evans and Associates architects and the building of the
first "high-rise" campus residence halls in
Illino is in the Hamilton-Whitten-AtkinColby complex and Feeney Center.
Richard E. Hulet, vice president and
dean of student services, served as executive secretary for the planning committee
for Watterson. The p lanning effo rt
between the committee and the architects
represented the " most extensive use of
students ever used at !SU in the planning
of a residence hall ," according to Hulet.
E. Erie Jones and Marvin Fitch,
partners in the Chicago architectural firm
of Fridstein and Fitch, worked with the
campus planning committee of DaVerne
D a II u g e , chairman; Preston Ensign,
assistant to the p resident for campus
planning; Jack Walker, director of bond
revenue projects; five members of the
staff of Dean Hulet and four students.

The architects also retained the services
of James Follensbee, a designer, and his
creativity is apparent in many design
aspects of the building.
Function was first with the committee, and many ideas were obtained
from visits to suite-style residences on the
campuses of Eastern universities including
Swarthmore, Massachusetts, Harvard and
Brandeis. Knox College, Galesburg, is o ne
of the few midwestern colleges with a
suite plan, although the ISU combination
of the high-rise principle with the suite ,
or apartment system is the first known on
a university campus in the U.S.
Building each suite to accommodate
12 students was an early decision. With
four suites on a conventional residence
floor, Hulet explains, the university is
able to have a resident assistant for each
48 students. Too, each house in Watterson is occupied by 220 students, the
number for which !SU provides a fulltime adult resident director.
Unique in the plan is the placing of
elevato r entrances only on the center
floor of each house. Proposed by the
architects (at a saving of $200,000 in
elevator openings) , the arrangeme nt
hampered the moving in of furniture and
equipment although it will add to the
efficiency of the elevator system.
Student suggestions led to the placement of the informal lounge on the 28 th
floor, with laundry facilities located here
as well as social and study areas, Hulet
expla ins. A sundeck opens from the
informal lounge and this top-floor area is
large enough for a social affair for the
220 members of one of the five houses.
The food center, to be opened during
the spring semester , will have dining space
for more than I ,I 00 students at one time.
The dining commo ns, consistent with the

rest of the building design, will be broken
up into semi-private areas of different
sizes by the use of interior walls, corners
and design elements.
The "scramble" or "corral" method
of serving, which has proved to be quite
effective in Vrooman Center for Manchester and Hewett halls, was selected early
by the committee, even though the
decision had to be made in 1966 before
Vrooman was completed and first used.
The ground floor , or service floor, of
Watterson includes space for storage of a
variety of items from bicycles to luggage,
and for a room laundry distribution
center.
The second floor houses the en trance
building, the lobby-lounge, and offices
fo r the director of the en tire complex.
The walk from Stevenson Hall enters at
this level, with the campus walk area west
of the towers divided by space-design
included in the total plan by the architects.
Preston Ensign, assistant to the president for campus planning, fee ls that
roominess, suite group privacy, space
flexibility in furniture arrangement and
the large windows are features which have
proved popular with the new residents of
J efferso n, Randolph and Pickering
houses-the first three to be occupied in
the north tower.

Ensign notes that the first four-story
halls constructed soon after World War II
(Dunn-Barton-Walker) used the conventional double-loaded corridor and that
the later high-rise (Hamilton-WhittenAtkin-Colby, Wright-Haynie-Wilkins, and
Manchester-Hewitt) combined a single
corridor with center core utilities.
The new suite concept in Watterson
breaks up long corridors in to semi-private
suite areas for 12 students each, with the
space including one single room, fo ur
double rooms and one triple room.
The center floor , near the elevator
entrance, has a sizeable lounge , a house
office, living space for four resident assistants, an apartment for the house director, and two suites for 12 students each.
The other fou r floors of each house have
the conventional arrangement of four
suites per floor.
The general contractor fo r Watterson
Towers is l ber and Sons, Peoria, the firm
which built the two additions to Milner
Library , F elmley Hall of Science Annex,
Manchester-Hewett Halls and Vrooman
Center.
Direct comments from coeds in
Jefferson house, the first five-floor unit
to be occupied, illustrate a number of
initial likes and dislikes by the residents.
Judy Sullivan, Park Forest sophomore
and house social council chairman, is
impressed by "several apartment-like
features not usually found in campus
halls."
Miss Sullivan said that most of her
"suite-mates" are quite pleased with the
unit fee ling that each suite has attained.
She notes that residents are quite impressed with the individual room temperature
controls and the quiet a tmosphere wh ich
has been aided by carpe ting and space
arrangement.
J efferson coeds also like the windows
and the spacious room and closet design,
according to Cheryl Miller, Peoria sophomore and Jefferson house president.
However, Miss Miller questions whether
Watterson will be as good a hall for
freshmen as other campus women's residences because of the small-group feeling
and the additional privacy. She feels that
the suite, or apartment concept is a step
toward smaller, private apartments away
from the campus which are shared by
sen iors, graduate students, or young
career women.
Most early complaints were related
to mirrors, drinking fountains and phone
service, although Miss Mille r and Kathe
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Kreeger, Jefferson house representative to
the Student Senate and also a Peoria
sophomore, indicated that many improvements have been made since they first
moved into the hall in November.
The real test of the efficiency of the
four high-speed elevators for 2,200
students will not come until September ,
although architects point out that each is
capable of making but eight stops for the
28 floors.
The long waiting list for admission to
Jefferson house which has been received
by Mrs. Kelly Hearn, house director, is
one of the first indications that the new
facility is quite popular with visitors and
that there are few Jefferson residents who
would be willing to change places with
other students- either on or off the
campus.
The naming of the JO houses in
Watterson Towers was a committee
decision to honor the international
committments of the late A. W. Watterson, popular head of the Department of
Geography at !SU, and the late Adlai E.
Stevenson for whom the adjacent
Stevenson Hall for the Humanities was
named.
History professors at !SU should reap
a knowledge bonus as well. How many
students on other campuses will be able
to recall Jefferson, Randolph , Pickering,
Mars ha ll, Madison , Smith, Monroe,
Adams, Clay and Van Buren as the first
IO secre taries of state for the United
States?

A flexibility which allows each group of
students to arrange their rooms as they
wish is assisted by adjustable peg board
wall shelves. Miss Goldie has achieved a
docorative, lived-in effect at her study
desk. Each 12 residents are grouped in a
suite which consists of one triple, four
doubles, and a single room along with a
small study-lounge area for the group.
Each five-floor house of Watterson also
has a central lounge on the main center
floor along with a director's apartment
and the house office.

Miss Oltmanns, left, also a varsity cheerleader, and Lynde Krause, Lincoln junior
in elementary education, find the sofa
beds in their Jefferson House room a
relaxing place to read. Watterson coeds
have commented favorably about the size
of the individual rooms and the amount
of closet storage space which is available
to each resident.

Spacious glass windows in each student
room provide a clear view of the campus
and or downtown areas, as well as the
surrounding community. The visibility
from the 28th floor lounge and from
windows of rooms on the higher floors is
spectacular. Karol Oltmanns, center, a
junior health and physical education
major from Middletown, and Donna
Goldie, sophomore history major from
Chicago, study in front of the window of
their room.
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Edward L. Holloway '42

Journey on a
Long Road

From shining shoes to becoming one
of Ohio's leading educators. That record
of accomplishment has been compiled by
an Illinois State University graduate of
1942, Edward Lee Holloway, who
teaches industrial arts at Audubon Junior
High School in Cleveland, Ohio. Mr.
Holloway has gained an enviable reputation among educators in Ohio as a classroom teacher and for his untiring efforts
in behalf of teachers and schools on the
local, state and national levels.
One of the highlights of his career
came last December, when he was elected
to a three-year term as a member of the
Executive Committee of the Ohio Association of Classroom Teachers- the first
and only Negro representative to be
selected for that official group.
This is only one of a long list of
achievements recorded in his biography
which appears in the recently published
"Ohio Lives," The Buckeye State "Who's
Who."
Mr. Holloway was born in Meridian,
Miss., on Dec. 11 , 1910, the son of
Charles Sr. and Katie (Bush) Holloway.
He lived with his parents in St. Louis,
Mo. , when he first enrolled at ISU in
September, I 932. He continued his
studies at the Univ,ersity until 1935 ,
shining shoes in the Bloomington YMCA
to help finance his education. A story in
the Bloomington Pantagraph in January
this year quoted Holloway as saying, "I

didn't mind the work because I needed
the money for school clothes and supplies." The money was 50 cents a week'
He interrupted his education in 1935
and for two years served as a caseworker
with the McLean County Relief Commission in Bloomington. From 1937 until
returning to !SU in 1940, he worked as a
Route Bakery Salesman for the Whites
Baking Company in St. Louis.
After receiving his bachelor's degree
in June, 1942, Mr. Holloway began his
career in education as an industrial arts
teacher in Venice, Ill., and remained there
until 1947 when he moved to Cleveland,
Ohio, to accept the post of industrial arts
teacher at the Rawlings Junior High
School.
In 1949, Holloway became associated with the Cleveland Metropolitan
Housing Authority as Maintenance Chief,
and served in that capacity until 1958,
when he returned to teaching and to his
present position at Audubon Junior High.
Since this return to teaching, he has
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earned a master of arts in education
degree at Columbia University, N. Y.
On Dec. 10, 1966, the Cleveland
teacher was presented a plaque which
reads, "Be it known that Edward Lee
Holloway has been granted this award for
Distinguished Service to education and
the teaching profession by the North
Eastern Ohio Teacher's Association."
" He was the only Negro serving in
the official family of the North Eastern
Ohio Teachers Association, and the first
and only one of his race serving in the
official family of the Ohio Education
Association ," his biography in the Ohio
"Who's Who" notes.
A long list of his activities is included
in the published biography, leaving no
doubt with the reader as to why Holloway has gained such respect not only
among educators, but society as a whole.
In addition to his contributions to the
schools, he has extended his activities
into the community as a member of the
Citizens League of Greater Cleveland, and
as a member of the Board of Christian
Education. He is a member of The City
Club of Cleveland. A devout and active
member of the Antioch Baptist Church in
Cleveland, he formerly taught Sunday
school and served as superintendent of
the adult department.
Mr. Holloway and his wife , who is
also a teacher, live at 3697 East 146th
Street in Cleveland.

Illinois State University Alumni Association

PROPOSED CONSTITUTION
Your Alumni Board of Directors has determined that a new Constitution is
necessary in order to ensure the effective development of a vigorous Association
committed to perpetual pursuit of a significant Margin of Excellence for Illinois State
University. A ccording to the Constitution of the Illinois State University Alumni
Association, proposed amendments must be presented in the quarterly magazine of the
Association. For your information, and to comply with the current Constitution, we
publish a proposed Constitution, drafted by your Alumni Board of Directors, to be
presented for ratification at the 1969 annual business meeting in June.
Article I.

Name

The name of the association is Illinois
State University Alumni Association.
(hereinafter referred to as the Association).
Article II.

Purpose

The fundamental purpose of the
Illinois State University Alumni Association is to aid in the development of
Illinois State University as an institution
making a maximum contribution to
excellence in higher education by
securing for her the contribution of the
knowledge, skills, material wealth, and
loyalty of the thousands who call her
alma mater.
The Association seeks to attain ,
through its work with students, graduates, ex-students, officers, faculty, staff,
and friends of the University, the following specific goals:
1.

2.

3.

University.
4.

An integrated system of communication and activity which
will make ever closer the warm
relationships that are unique
among college classmates, among
fellow alumni, and between
college people, their institution,
and its faculty.

Article III.

An organization which will form
the supportive base on which the
University may develop the
resources necessary to retain the
fine traditions of its past and to
secure the excellence of its
future as a great multipurpose

Section 2.

Honorary Membership: All
members of the faculty and
all persons who have received
honorary degrees from Illinois State University shall
automatically become honorary members of the Alumni
Association. The Board of
Directors may also confer
honorary membership upon
such other persons as they
shall deem worthy of recognition.

Article IV.
Officers
Section I. The officers of the Association shall consist of a presi-
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Election: The officers of the
Association, shall be elected
by the Board of Directors at
their annual meeting.
The officers shall hold office
for one year or until their
successors have been elected
and qualified.

Membership

Section I . Regular Membership: All persons who have earned six (6)
hours credit, or more at Illinois State University or who
have been granted membership
previously for any
reason, shall be eligible for
regular membership in the
Illinois State University
Alumni Association. Members shall pay such dues,
assessments, or fees as the
Board of Directors may
require from time to time
unless granted immunity
from such assessments by
previous resolutions.

An organization through which
may flow a constant interchange
of ideas, advice, constructive
criticism, and suggestions among
the University's alumni, students, administration, faculty , Section 2.
and friends.
A program which will enhance
the influence and serve the interes ts of the University by
engendering among ISU people
everywhere a desire to render
dedicated, responsible service.

dent , vice president, secretary, and treasurer. The
Board of Directors, by
resolution, may create and
define the duties of other
officers and may elect or
appoint persons to fill such
offices.

Section 3.

Vacancies: Whenever any
vacancy shall occur in any
office by death, resignation,
or creation of a new office,
the vacancy shall be filled by
the Board of Directors and
the officer so elected or
appointed shall hold office
until his successor is chosen
and qualified at the next
annual meeting of the Board
of Directors.

Section 4.

The President: The president
shall preside at all meetings
of members and directors,
function as Chairman of the
Executive Committee, discharge all the duties which
evolve upon a presiding
officer, and perform such
other duties as this constitution or the Board of Directors may prescribe.

Section 5.

The Vice President: The vice
president shall perform all
duties incumbent upon the
president during the absence
or disability of the president
and shall perform such other
duties as this constitution
may require or the Board of
Directors may prescribe.

Section 6.

The Secretary: The secretary
shall attend all meetings of
the members and of the
Board of Directors and the
Executive Committee and
shall keep, in a book provided for such purpose , a
true and complete record of
the proceedings of such
meetings and shall perform a
like duty for all standing
committees appointed by the
Board of Directors, when
required. He shall attend to
the giving and serving of all
notices of the Association.
The secretary shall perform
such other duties as this
constitution may require or
the Board of Directors may
prescribe.
The actual performance of
these duties shall be dele- Section 8.
gated to the executive officer
of the Alumni Office who
shall report to the secretary
and shall be responsible to
this officer in these matters.

Section 7.

Committee, or whenever
requested, a statement of the
financial condition of the
Association.

tor shall be a member of the
Association in good standing.
The president of the University, the officer of the University responsible for alumni
affairs, and the chief executive officer of the Alumni
Office shall be members of
the Board of Directors ex officio.

The treasurer shall perform
such other duties as this
constitution may require or
the Board of Directors may
prescribe.
The actual performance of
these duties shall be delegated to the executive officer
of the Alumni Office who
shall report to the treasurer
monthly and shall be responsible to this officer. The
executive officer shall be
required to furnish bond in
such amount as shall be
determined by the Board of
Directors.

Delegation of Authority: In
case of absence of any officers of the Association, or
for any other reason that the
Board may deem sufficient,
the Board of Directors may
delegate powers and duties
of such officers to any other
officer or to any director, for
the time being, providing a
majority of the entire
Board of Directors concurs
therein.

The Treasurer: The Treasurer
shall keep correct and complete files and records of
account showing accurately
at all time the financial condition of the Association. He
shall be custodian of monies,
Article V. The Board of Directors
notes, securities, and other
valuables which may come Section I. Number and Qualifications:
into the possession of the
The number of directors of
Association. He shall
the Association shall be not
immediately deposit all
less than ten ( I 0) nor more
funds of the Association
than twenty (20), within the
coming into his hands in a
discretion of the Board of
depository designated by the
Directors. The number of
Board of Directors and shall
directors may be changed
keep accounts of such funds
within the aforestated limits
in the name of the Associupon the majority vote of
ation. He shall furnish at the
the Board of Directors at any
meetings of the Board of
meeting other than the
Directors and Executive
annual meeting. Each direc21

Section 2.

Election: The directors shall
be elected and installed at
the annual meeting of the
members. The directors of
the Association shall hold
office for three (3) years
with staggered terms.
The candidates for office shall
be selected by a nominating
committee of five (5) members appointed by the president of the Association. The
nominating committee shall
submit to the annual meeting
of the members a slate of not
to exceed eight (8) qualified
persons. Voting members
personally attending the
annual meeting of the members may place additional
candidates' names in nomination from the floor, with
the consent of the nominee.

Section 3.

Vacancies: Any vacancy
occuring in the Boa rd of
Directors caused by resignation, death, or other incapacity shall be filled by a
majority vote of the remaining members of the Board of
Directors.

Section 4.

Annual Meetings: The Board
of Directors shall meet each
year immediately after the
annual meeting of the members, at the place where such
meeting of members has
been held , for the purpose of
organization, election of offi-

cers, and consideration of
any other business properly
brought before the meeting.
Section 5. Procedure: Special Meetings:
Quorum: The President of
the Association shall, if
present, act as Chairman at
all meetings of the Board of
Directors and the Secretary
of the Association shall, if
present, act as secretary of
the meeting. In case of the
absence from any meeting of
the Board of Directors, of
the President or the Vice
President, or the Secretary of
the Association, the Board of
Directors shall appoint a
Chairman or Secretary, as
the case may be, of the
meeting. The Board of Directors shall keep a record of its
acts and proceedings. Special
meetings of the Board of
Directors shall be called at
the request of any member
of the Board of Directors.
Notice of each special meeting of the Board of Directors
and its purpose shall be sent
by the secretary to each
member of the Board of
Directors at his residence or
usual place of business by
letter, telegram, cable, or
radiogram, at such time that,
in regular course, such notice
would reach such place not
later than the day immediately preceding the day for
such meeting; or may be
delivered by the secretary to
a member personally at any
time during such immediately preceding day. Any
meeting of the Board of
Directors shall be a legal
m ee ting , without notice
thereof having been given, if
all members of the Board of
Directors who have not
waived notice thereof in

writing or by telegram, cable
or radiogram shall be present
in person. The Board of
Directors may hold special
meetings within or without
the State of Illinois as it
may, from time to time, by
resolution determine. A
majority of the Board of
Directors shall be necessary
to constitute a quorum for
the transaction of any
business and the act of a
majority of the members
present shall be the act of
the Board of Directors, provided a quorum is present at
such time as the vote is
taken. The members of the
Board of Directors shall act
only as a committee and the
individual members shall
have no power as such.
Article VI.

Executive Committee

Section 1. Designation of Executive
Committee: All the officers
of the
Association, the
University officer responsible
for alumni affairs and the
chief executive officer of the
Alumni Office, shall constitute the Executive Committee. The designation of such
committee and the delegation thereto of the authority
described hereinafter shall
not operate to relieve the
Board of Directors, or any
member thereof, of any responsibility imposed upon it
by this constitution. No
member of the Executive
Committee shall continue to
be a member thereof after
he ceases to hold the requisite
position with the University or to be a director of
the Association. The Board
of Directors shall have the
power at any time to increase or diminish the
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number of members of the
Executive Committee, or to
change the functions or
terminate the existence of
said committee.
Section 2.

Powers of the Executive
Committee: The Executive
Committee shall have and
may exercise all the powers
of the Board of Directors in
the management of the
business and affairs of the
Association. The foregoing
powers shall be subject to
the approval of the Board of
Directors. The Executive
Committee may also, from
time to time, formulate and
recommend to the Board of
Directors for approval, general policies regarding the
management of the business
and affairs of the Association. All minutes of the
meetings of the Executive
Committee shall be submitted to the next succeeding meeting of the Board of
Directors for Approval.

Section 3. Procedure: Meetings:
Quorum: The provisions of
Section 5, Article V., pertaining to the Board of
Directors shall apply similarly to the affairs of the
Executive Committee.
Article VII. Business Meetings
Section 1. Place of Meetings: Meetings
of the members of the Illinois State University Alumni
Association may be held any
place in the United States,
provided, however, that no
amendments to the constitution of the Association, no
election of directors, and no
impeachment proceedings
against any officer or director of the Association shall

be taken unless meetings at
which such action is taken
are held on the campus of
Illinois State University in
Normal, Illinois.
Section 2.

Annual Meetings: The annual
meeting of the members of
the Association shall be held
in May or June each year on
the campus of Illinois State
University in Normal, Illinois.

Section S. Voting at Meetings:

Section 2.

Relationship to Foundation:
The Association shall maintain a close working relationship with the Illinois State
University Foundation in
order to enhance its efforts
to improve the University. In
accordance with the Constitution and By-laws of the
Foundation, the President of
the Association shall sit as a
member of the Board of
Directors of the Foundation
ex officio. Additionally, the
Executive Committee of the
Association shall appoint
two (2) alumni representatives to the Board of Directors of the University
Foundation for three (3)year terms. The first such
appointees began their terms
on January 1, 1968 and
January I, 1969.

Section 3.

Conduct of Business: The
latest edition of Robert's
Rules of Order, when not
inconsistent with the Constitution, or with such standing
rules which are adopted by
the Association or the Board
of Directors, shall govern the
conduct of this Association's
business.

Voting Rights:
Each regular
member of the
Association
shall be entitled
to one (1) vote
on all matters
properly presented to the
members.
Vo ting by
Proxy: A member shall vote in
person.

a.)

b.)

Special Meetings: Special
meetings of the members
c.)
Q u or um : A
may be called by the presiquorum shall
dent, by the Board of Direcconsist of the
tors, or by not less than fifty
members pres(SO) members of the Associent.
ation.
Section 4. Notice of Meetings: A
Article VIII. Checks, Contracts,
written or printed notice
Notes, Rules of Order
stating the place, hour, and
day of the meeting shall be Section I. Ordering of Funds: All contracts and agreements
delivered or mailed by the
authorized by the directors,
secretary, or officer , or
and all checks, drafts, notes,
group of officers calling
bonds, bills of exchange , and
such meeting, to the last
orders for the payment of
known address of each memmoney shall, unless otherber at least ten (10) days
wise directed by the Board
prior to such meeting. Such
of
Directors, or unless othernotice shall contain a brief
wise
required by law, be
statement of the purpose of
signed by any two (2) of the
the meeting and the matters
following officers, who are
to be considered.
different persons: president,
vice president, secretary, or
At least ten (10) days prior
treasurer. The Board of
to the annual meeting of the
Directors may, however,
members, the secretary shall
authorize any one of such
give notice of the date and
officers to sign checks,
place at which the annual
drafts, and orders for the
meeting is to be held; said
payment of money singly
notice shall be published
and without the necessity of
before the meeting in a regucountersignature, and may
lar publication of the Associdesignate employees of the
ation and shall specify the
Association , other than those
names of the candidates for
named above, who may, in
the Board of Directors to be
the name of the Association,
elected at such meeting and
execute drafts, checks, and
shall indicate that additional
orders for the payment of
nominations may be made
money in its behalf.
from the floor at that time.
Section 3.
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Article IX. Amendments
The power to make, alter,
amend, or repeal this constitution is
vested in the general membership, but
such action shall be taken only during a
regular meeting of the general membership, its annual meeting, or at a special
meeting called by the president for such
purpose. Said Constitution may be
amended or repealed only after notice of
the proposed amendment has been given
to the membership.
It shall be necessary, in order
to amend or repeal said constitution, that
two-thirds (2/3) majority of the members
in attendance shall vote affirmatively.

Founder's Day 1969
Founders Day was observed at Illinois
State University in February with members of the Alumni Board, student body,
faculty and administration participating
in ceremonies at the Old Main marker.
Here, Alumni President Donald Prince
lays a floral tribute at the base of the
marker. In the background, 1-r, are
A I u mni Board member Dona ld
Schroeder, University Vice Presiden t
James L. Fisher, Richard Browne, and
ISU President Samuel E. Braden.

Our answer is: "Definitely, any amount will help" -it's not
how much you give, but the fact that you give something. A
gift given with pride and sincerity-regardless of the amountis a gift of significance both to you and to Illinois State University.
There is one characteristic that all donors possess-a devoted
concern for their University. Won't you be concerned and join
your fellow alumni in support of Illinois State University by
sending your check today? Your contribution-in any amountwill be deeply appreciated.

Illinois State University Foundation
1968-69 Annual Fund

Our many thanks to the hundreds of alumni who have already
contributed to the Annual Fund.
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